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It’s just a little dusty…
Gulf Cooperation Council Countries

- Kuwait
- Bahrain
- Qatar
- United Arab Emirates
- Oman
- Saudi Arabia
Iran Based Threats

Social Engineering
- Fake personas
- Target Individuals

Backdoor
- Powershell
- DGA C2

Threat action
- Destructive (Wiper)
- Maintain Persistence

Spear-phishing
- Productivity Documents
- Strategic Web Compromise

Internal Recon
- Increased dwell time
- Understand Supply Chain

Target Industries
- Military
- Energy
- Government
- Aerospace
- Petrochemical
CTI Operations
THREAT INTEL PERSONAS

Experts

- Identify and curate threat information from around the globe

Doers

- Protect their domain from relevant threats

Watchers

- Communicate key threats relevant to their domain

Decision Maker

- Decision makers / influencers affect resource management in response to relevant threats
Who are the Hunters?

Threat Intel Personas

**Doers**
Doers *protect* their domain from relevant threats

**Watchers**
Watchers *communicate* key threats relevant to their domain

**Decision Maker**
Decision makers / influencers *affect* resource management in response to relevant threats

**Experts**
Experts *identify* and *curate* threat information from around the globe

40% 10% 40% 10%
THANK YOU
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